Seal-Rite Storm Doors

Our Storm Door Features:
Whether you prefer a traditional, contemporary, elegant, or informal look, there is a Seal-Rite style and color
that’s just right for you. Years of testing and product refinement have gone into the development of the Seal-Rite
Storm door. For strength and beauty no other storm door comes close. Here are some key features that make
our storm door stand apart from the competition!
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Welded Corners
are the foundation
of every Seal-Rite
Storm Door.
Unlike
Interlocking Hinge System
2conventional
doors with screwtype corners. Seal-Rite’s corners are the
strongest spots on the door, giving you
maximum strength and durability.
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Adjustable Hydraulic Closer

Our Adjustable Hydraulic Closer
will provide you with many years of
smooth, non-jarring closing action.
Most other products are air closers
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Available Styles:
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Color Options

Self-Storing
220

Self-Storing
21-SS

Self-Storing
21-SS08

Finishing Touches
All Seal-Rite Storm Doors come with durable, lock-able
handles. We also offer a variety of optional handles for a
customized, distinctive look.

Our mortised
mechanism offers
superior strength
and security. Our
Mortise Lock is
offered in Brass
and Satin Nickel.

Pull Handle
is offered in
Brass, Antique
Brass, Satin
Nickel and
Oil Rubbed
Bronze

Curly Lever is offered in Black Chrome, White,
Brass, Satin Nickel and Oil Rubbed Bronze

